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Similar products: idea of using Word2Vec
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Word2Vec: recap



Center embedding and context embedding

Center



Interpretation of embeddings

V(KINGS) - V(KING) ≈ V(QUEENS) -  V(QUEEN)



Issue: new products
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Image embeddings
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How to build 
the Similar Products Model 
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user activity history?
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How to build the Similar Products Model if we lack of user 
activity history?

- word2vec approach
- image-based embeddings
- to use content information for word2vec approach and to train the model on 

joom users’ history



Content Similar Products Model: product features

category id
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from EUR 12



Optimus Prime!!!



Content Similar Products Model: architecture
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Content Similar Products Model: applications
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Category embeddings: 2D representation with TSNE



Clusterization



Conclusion

- Similar Products Model for B2C
- Content Similar Products Model for B2B
- Why it’s useful in e-commerce platforms
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BTW, we are hiring!


